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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United Stat,_s Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.

ABSTRACT

The use of state-of-the-art numerical analysis tools to determine the optimal design of a radioactive material (RAM)

transportation container is investigated. The design of a RAM package's components involves a complex coupling of

structural, thermal, and radioactive shielding analyses. The final design must adhere to very strict design constraints. The

current technique used by cask designers is uncoupled and involves designing each component separately with respect to

its driving constraint. With the use of numerical optimization schemes, the complex couplings can be considered directly,

and the performance of the integrated package can be maximized with respect to the analysis conditions. This can lead

to more efficient package designs.

Thermal and structural accident conditions are analyzed in the shape optimization of a simplified cask design. In this

paper, details of the integration of numerical analysis tools, development of a process model, nonsmoothness difficulties

with the optimization of the cask, and preliminary results are discussed.
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was typically designed separately on its driving con-
based

straint and tile expertise of tile designer The components
were then assembled, and then modified until al_ of the de-

.- ._ t_a_ sign criteria were met. 'Fhis approach neglects the fact that
each component not only has a primary function but also
can have secondary purposes. For example, an impact lim-

O_im_d_K ... Umlt Itm4_VUU_
" iter's primary purpose is to act as an energy absorber and

protect the contents of the package, but it can also act as a
.. _ c_umcctcn_ heat dissipater or an insulator. However, designing the com-NEInl_ a_n JvNMti4?VlUmU.|

ponent to maximize its performance with respect to both
objectives severely convolutes the problem. Numerically-
based analysis schemes can more effectively solve such prob-

__ lems. In this study, the structural and thermal problems
are initially handled separately to evaluate code integra-
tion and performance, and design problem idiosyncracies.

_mamunmmw. However, the real benefit will result from tile coupled anal-
' ysis. Witkowski and Harding discuss the benefits of using

_' numerical optimization for transportation cask analysis and
design [2].

All of the numerical analysis tools required in this project

Figure 1" Type B RAM Package. have been integrated to allow an efficient and automated ap-
proach to the iterative procedure. A simplified cask geome-
try was selected to represent a wire mesh composite Type B

INTRODUCTION RAM package. The model consists of one structural impact
With the advent of modern computer technology and so- limiter material layer sandwiched between two thermal in-

phisticated numerical methods, realistic mathematical mod- sulation material layers. The geometric model consists of
els that compare favorably to experimental data can be ere- six parameters which represent the material thickness for
ated. An increase in reliable process models has led to corn- each layer. Two different accident situations are investi-

puter simulation becoming a popular and acceptable design gated that the cask must endure: a 500 kg plate dropped
and analysis tool. The capability of predicting a system's from 30 feet onto the package and a package exposed to
behavior allows evaluation of a large number of designs that a 30 minute fire. These accident scenarios prescribe two
would be infeasible or economically impractical to evaluate different constraints on the cask design: 1) deformation in

physically. These theoretical studies have led to better final the containment vessel seal region remains small enough
designs in a large number of industries. Specifically, inten- throughout the impact event to satisfy the Nuclear Regu-
sive theoretical studies of transportation casks have been latory Commission regulations, and 2) the elastomeric seal

performed at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) which region remains below its operational temperature limit to
have led to safer and more efficient packages [1]. guarantee seal integrity in the fire environment.

Incorporation of optimization codes into the design loop Finite element analyses are used to predict the dynamic
can take the inherently iterative design procedure one step behavior of the cask and evaluate the constraints. Devel-
closer to being fully automated. Unfortunately, optimiza- opment of simplified models is critical because the detailed,
tion analyses can be time consuming and expensive, thus, high fidelity models are too expensive to analyze repeti-
the use of this technology for a particular design problem tively. Therefore, a more computationally efficient model
must be warranted. Design of radioactive material trans- that accurately predicts the physical behavior within ac-
portation casks is an area where numerical optimization ceptable limits is required. Great effort has been put forth
could have a large and immediate impact. These casks in developing such models.
are used to transport spent nuclear fuel, high-level waste, The integration of the numerical optimization routine,
and hazardous material. Since they transport such materi- automatic meshing algorithm, and numerical simulation codes

als, their design and certification must adhere to strict Nu- is a substantial effort which has required continued refine-
clear Regulatory Commission regulations, specifically Title ment to enhance code performance.
10, Part 71 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR
71), for Type B casks. A typical transportation cask is ANALYSIS CODE INTEGRATION

shown in Figure 1. There are several components that con- For numerical optimization to be efficient and a viable
stitute a cask including impact limiters (wire mesh layer), design tool, the process must be automated. This automa-
containment vessel (powder cans), shielding (thermal lay- tion and integration process is not trivial since there are
ers/ceramic cloth), and closure mechanisms whose &'signs many codes that must interface and pass information to
can be numerically optimized. In the past, each component one another. This not only includes coupling of numerical



simulation and optimization algorithms but also all manip- use of an objective function and constraints. The objective
ulation of data between the two elements (pre- and post- function, e.g., package weight, cost, volume, or combination
processing for the analysis code). Since finite element anal- thereof, is to be minimized or maximized by altering a set of
ysis routines were used to provide model predictions from a design variables that define the package's shape and dimen-
set of geometric sizing variables, an automated mesh gen- sions. Constraints are limitations on the parameters and
eration algorithm was also incorporated (FASTQ [3]). In- responses of the system, such as upper and lower bounds
house developed finite element codes have been successfully on the design variables and required resistance to structural
used to simulate the nonlinear, dynamic behavior of trans- and thermal accident environments.
portation casks in the past (PRONTO [4] and COYOTE The optimization problem can be stated mathematically

[5] were the Sandia-developed _truetural and thermal fi- as,
nite element codes used, respectively). Therefore, it was
desired that these models and codes be used within the min F(x) (1)
optimization process. Hence, an optimization package was

"wrapped" around these codes to perform the task with the subject to gi(z) = 0 i = 1, k (2)

following procedures: hi(z) < 0 j = 1, m (3)

• Before the optimization routine is started, parameter-
ized model definitions must be constructed for use in where F(x) is the objective function and x is a vector of

FASTQ, PRONTO and COYOTE. All of the variable n design variables. Equations (2) and (3) are a series of
constraints on the design variables. These constraints canparameter values are stored in an external file that can

be accessed and manipulated by all routines. All de- either be explicit or implicit constraints on the design vari-
sired variability and flexibility in the design must be ables. Explicit constraints are direct limitations on the de-
incorporated into the parameterized geometry from sign variable such as a bound or move limit. Implicit con-
the beginning. This allows for both sizing and shape straints are typically limitations on the states of the system
optimization to be performed, that are dependent on the design variables. F(x) represents

a hypersurface in the n-dimensional design space and the
• The optimization code is started with the initial de- constt'e, ints place restrictions on this space. The allowable

sign variables and optimization parameters set in a region is called the feasible space. Gill, Murray and Wright
"setup and run" routine. The optimizer will ask for a [6] provide a complete text on optimization schemes. Sev-
function evaluation for a particular set of parameters, eral review articles and books have been written on struc-

tural optimization including Haftka et al. [7], Bennett and
• Through the use of the UNIX utility "make," a make- Botkin [8], Haftka and Grandhi [9], Ding [1O]and Gallagher

file is executed that updates the data file required for and Zienkiewicz [11].
the automatic meshing routine, executes the meshing In the transportation cask application, the objective to

routine to produce a mesh file required for the finite be minimized (F(x) in Equation 1) is the container over-
element routine, updates the data file for the finite pack weight, and the design variables of interest (vector
element routine, executes the finite element routine,

x in Equation 1) are the wire mesh (impact limiter) and
and runs a routine to postprocess the res,,flts. These thermal insulation thicknesses. The constraint equations

results are used in the optimization routine for evalu- impose limitations on the design by specifying maximum
ation of the objective function, constraints, and finite allowable temperature and maximum allowable stress at
difference sensitivities, which are used subsequently particular points in the cask.
in the line search for an improved design. The solution of Equation (1) was handled by the free-

• This procedure continues until the optimization rou- ware routine called ADS (Automated Design Synthesis, [12]).
tine decides that a converged solution has been ob- ADS is a general purpose optimization program containing
tained, a large number of algorithms and solution strategies. ADS

was written to be used as a FORTRAN callable subrou-

One of the difficulties in developing such an integrated tine, and as such, is very modular with respect to insertion
and automated procedure is to make it robust for a large of other optimization routines. A variety of different op-
number of applications. Inherent to such a goal is the task timization algorithnls were used including the method of
of capturing any software failures within the process, such feasible directions. Broydon-Fletcher-Powell variable met-

as the automatic mesher failing to successfully mesh a geom- tic method, and Fletcher-Reeves algorithm [6]. No concise
etry for a particular set of parameters, or the finite element conclusions could be drawn for comparative performances
routine failing to to provide a converged solution, for the same problem among the optimizers.

NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS OF RAM PACKAGE

In numerical optimization, the requirements of the de- The cask being investigated in this report is a wire mesh
sign problem are mathematically formulated through the Type B package for the transport of powdered uranium or
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plutonium (see Figure 1). A simplified representation of

[ li'":::: ilililIllthe cask is studied where the optimal thickness of the wire i tlll_ _l_llllll
mesh (impact limiter) and thermal insulation material are _ i[[!iiil,iiiiiiiiJ ;I
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of interest. These optimal thicknesses will be found while x, _,_
minimizing the weight of the cask and abiding by a set ,,,,,:,,::::::::_:_"_::::iiiiii;:j

of design constraints based on the cask certification trite- x, __
rion. Finite element analyses are used to analyze the differ-

ent cask designs, providing the model predictions (function tNNmmERM^L
evaluations) for the optimization routine. These models

have produced reliable predictions for both structural and IMPACTUMITER_ = . -::::::::::::_.
thermal accident conditions in previous research projects. .!!!ii!!!!iiii
It should be noted that. the final goal of this research is ":'!!iiiiiiiiii!
to run the thermal and structural optimization simultane- otrrEa - !-L2._,_4.

ously. However, in the preliminary stages, the thermal and _,,,,,. | |I;|H-H4. 4-
ly ..............structural calculations are run separate . ,,,"',..............ii it II • i Illllilll l

11 I! I! I I It I111 f I I I

Posing an optimization problem that properly repre- _
sents the design problem and that is numerically tractable
is of critical importance. Often, an approximate model I . _
that yields less expensive function evaluations is used to x,
meet these criteria. Unfortunately, these reduced models
may not capture the true physics of the real model, thereby Figure 2: Axisymmetric Model Used in End-On Dynamic

giving a false representation. Therefore, the trade-offs be- Crush.
tween a more complex, more expensive model verses a less
accurate, less expensive model must be weighed. This is

a problem faced with analyzing the transportation casks plified model by calibrating it with the high fidelity model

since the finite element models used in previous studies were [12]. This calibration was performed by equating seal failure
much too expensive to run within the optimization routine, in the refined model (seal separation of greater than 0.022
Therefore, a simpler, more affordable finite element model io) with axial stress in the seal region (see Figures 3). A
that still captured the important physics of the problem maximum allowable axial stress of 23000 psi in the seal re-

was needed, gion was determined, and adopted as the design constraint
Hinnerichs and Neilsen [13] (structural) and Hogan [14] in the simplified model.

(thermal) havc developed parameterized finite element mod- PRONTO gcnerates stress time history data for ele-
els to be analyzed using the design optimization procedure, ments of interest. The elements of interest for the cask are

These models were derived from high fidelity models _vhich 4 elements near the inner container seal. A typical stress
were too costly to analyze using numerical optimization, time history for these elements is shown in Figure 4. In

The design constraints for the simplified models were call- early studies, this data was not averaged or filtered, and the
brated with respect to failure conditions in the refined mod- maximum compressive stress from among the elements was
els for accident environments involving mechanical impact returned to the optimizer. A better approach was adopted
of a loading plate and a 30 minute fire. in later studies in which these 4 stress time histories were

In the following sections, general conclusions and trends averaged to remove the bending component (axial stress
observed for each of the investigated case studies are pre- alone is of interest) and then filtered to remove numerical
sented. Sandia's CRAY Y-MP supercomputer was required noise. The maximum compressive stress in this averaged
for the high-precision structural ,_a,culations, whne the heat and filtered history was then returned to the optimizer for
transfer calculations were performed on a HP750 worksta- constraint evaluation.

tion. Parameter studies were conducted to identify features of

Scruetural Analysis: End-On Dynamic Crush the design space, and substantial nonsmoothness was dis-
covered. This led to a considerable evolution in modeling

One of the accident environments or loading conditions
which successfully reduced the nonsmoothness. Improve-

involves dropping a 500 kg rigid plate on the end of the cask
ments were made through model refinement, full stress time

(i.e., axial direction). Hinnerichs and Neilsen developed a history capture with low-pass data filtering, and increases
six parameter finite element model that requires approxi- in platform precision (migration from HP to Cray Y-MP
mately 50 CPU minutes to run on the CRAY. The cask to reduce hourglassing and to handle kinetic energy mis-
and rigid plate displaying the six design parameters are match from dissimilar meshes at contact line boundaries).
shown in Figure 2. There are two insulation layers (four The three separate parameter studies in Figures 5 and 6 de-
thickness variables) and one wire mesh layer (two thickness

pict the improvements made in the variations of maxinmm
variables). A stress failure criterion was found for this sim- compressive stress with respect to coarsc and fine cl_anges
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Figure 4: End-on impact: Typical stress time histories for

Figure 3: Detailed Model Showing O-ring Region. elements near seal region.

in vertical impact limiter thickness (xh), respectively. The weight) and a maximum compressive stress of 22829 psi.
first parameter study (plot point 'O') reflects data from un- Case 2 had initial design variables of xl = 1.5, x2 = 2.5,
filtered low-precision (HP) analyses of the original model x3 = 1.5, x4 = 1.5, x5 = 10.5, and x6 = 1.5 which improved
with decimated stress data output (data points at every to xl = 1.33, x2 = 2.14, z3 = 1.24, x4 = 1.46, x5 = 9.25,

1/10 millisecond). The next parameter study (plot point and x6 = 1.45. This reduced the cask overpack weight
'*') denotes averaged and filtered low-precision runs on the from 242 lbs. to 184 lbs (24 % reduction). The constraint
original model with decimated stress data output. And the changed from an initial value of 20873 psi to 23000 psi.
last study shows averaged and filtered high-precision analy- Results show that no clear global optimum has been
ses (Cray Y-MP) of a refined model with full history stress found and that more investigation is necessary.

data output (all time steps taken by PRONTO). It should be noted that even though there was no clear
As was shown through the parameter study the opti- cut global optimum there was an interesting relationship

mization problem involves a non-smooth objective function between the converged solutions. When the thicknesses of
surface. This can cause difficulties in evaluation of sensitiv- the two thermal layers and the impact limiter in the axial
ity information and in obtaining a globally optimalsolution, direction were added together, the sum totalled very near

To evaluate whether a global optimum could be obtained 12 in. for all cases, even the prematurely converged cases.
several different initial design variable values were investi- This indicates that possibly there was little sensitivity dif-
gated, ference in material properties with respect to the structural

The modified method of feasible directions option was strength. This conflicts with intuition since the thermal
used to solve the cask weight minimization problem. Ta- layer was not designed for impact resistance.
ble 1 summarizes two of the successful optimization runs

Structural Analysis: Side-On Dynamic Crushfor different initial design variable values. Several other

runs converged prematurely with little change in the de- The other structural accident environment involves drop-
sign variables (not tabulated). It is suspected that this was ping a 500 kg rigid plate on the side of the cask (i.e., trans-
due to the presence of local minima, whether actual or a verse direction). Hinnerichs and Neilson developed a three
manifestation of numerical inaccuracies, parameter finite element model (see Figure 7) that requires

The table shows the variable initial value, variable final approximately 12 CPU minutes to run on the CRAY Y-

value, final objective function and constraint value (G = MP. They determined through calibration of refined model
_r_u - 23000). In case 1, the initial design of xl = 2.0, failure conditions that a design allowable of 8440 psi on the
x2 = 4.0, x3 = 2.0, x4 = 2.0, x5 = 12.0, and x6 = 2.0 had a axial stress would ensure that the o-ring seal would not be

maximum compressive stress of 15213 psi and a cask weight deformed to the point of leakage.
of 453 lbs. The optimal solution found was xl = 1.46, x2 = The element of interest for the PRONTO stress history
2.32, x3 = 1.15, x4 = 1.88, x5 = 8.48, and x6 = 1.82 with a output is an element near the center of the inner container,

reduced weight of 194 lbs (57 % reduction from the original since the center of the container was used in the refined
model calibration study. A typical stress time history for
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No. [1 xll x2 [ x3 l.._x4 [ x5 ['.,x6 ll xl [ x2 [ x3 l, x4 I x5 I x6 II (lbs)II (psi>]
I 1 II2° 14° 12.°!2.°I 12° II 4512.31 .1511.8818.481 .82I1 9a.911- 7i.2I
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Table 1: Summary of Structural Optimization Results
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Figure 5: Smoothing of design space through modeling im- Figure 6: Smoothing of design space through modeling im-
provements. Coarse zs. provements. Fine zs.

this element is shown in Figure 8. minimize the cask weight while adhering to the strict tern-
This data was not filtered, and the maximum compres- perature constraint. Table 2 summarizes two of the op-

sire stress was returned to the optimizer for constraint eval- timization runs for different initial design variable values.
uation. Other optimization runs were made were the COYOTE had

In this configuration the cask does not experience as numerical difficulties which destroyed the optimization run.
harsh an environment as in the end-drop case. Therefore, The table shows the variable initial value, variable final
preliminary results show that the optimal thicknesses are value, final objective function and constraint value (G =
much thinner than in the previous example. Therefore, the T/nn_ wou - 232°C). As an example, consider an initial
combined end-on and side-on dynamic crush was not ana- design of xl = 0.5, x2 = 3.0, x3 = 0.5, _:4 = 0.5, _:5 = 3.0,
lyzed since the constraint for the side-on condition would and _:6= 0.5 which had a inner temperature of 179° C and
be inactive, a cask weight of 70.6 lbs. The optimal solution found in

this case (case 1) was xl = 0.45, x2 = 1.96, _3 = 0.43,
Thermal Analysi,_: 30-Minute 1475 °F Fire x4 = 0.49, x5 = 2.73, and z6 = 0.48 with a reduced weight

The parameterized model for the thermal analysis was of 47.6 lbs (32% reduction from the original weight) and a
the same as that shown in Figure 2. As mentioned above, inner wall temperature of 231.7 ° C.
COYOTE was used to perform the thermal analyses of the
fire event in which the cask is exposed to a 30-minute 147,5 CONCLUSIONS

°F fire. The constraint for the optimization problem was The transportation cask design problem has the formu-
taken to be a temperature allowable of 450 °F (232 °C) on lation and requirements to benefit from numerical optimiza-
the outer wall of the inner container. In the optimization tion. The complex structural and ther_aal analyses associ-
algorithm, three different locations on the inner cask surface ated with cask design constraints can be integrated and au-
are monitored for enforcement of this constraint, tomated through numerical optimization to help meet the

The modified method of feasible directions was used to growing needs for safe and reliable shipping containers, ha-
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Table 2: Summary of Thermal Optimization Results:
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Figure 8: Side-on impact: Typical stress time history for

proved overall package safety and efficiency with cost sav- element near center of inner container.
ings in the design and fabrication are hoped to be realized
in the near future.

For the transportation cask problem, development of re- tional Laboratories (1991).

duced models is critical because the detailed, high fidelity 2. Witkowski, W.R., and Harding, D.C., "Numerical
models are too expensive to analyze. Therefore, less-costly, Optimization Schemes for the Design of Transporta-
reliable models that accurately predict the physical behav- tion Packages," SAND91-2632, Sandia National Lab-
ior to an acceptable level need still to be investigated since
numerical difficulties developed, oratories, Albuquerque, NM, February 1992.

The integration of the numerical optimization routine, 3. Blacker, T.D., "FASTQ User's Manual," Version 2.1,
automatic meshing algorithm, and numerical analysis codes SAND88-1326, Sandia National Laboratories, Albu-
has been essentially completed. Preliminary results show querque, NM, July 1988.

that this tool allows for an efficient method to perform au- 4. Taylor, L. M. and D. P. Flanagan, "PRONTO 2D:
tomated, iterative calculations. A 57 % weight reduction A Two-Dimensional Transient Solid Dynamics Pro-
is shown in an already stress critical design for the struc- gram," SAND86-0594, Sandia National Laboratories

tural calculations. For the thermal analysis a 32 % weight (1987).
reduction was achieved.

As mentioned earlier, the final goal of this research will 5. Gartling, D. K., "COYOTE II - A Finite Element
be to combine the thermal and structural analyses. If the Computer Program for Nonlinear Heat Conduction

Problems, Part II- Users Manual," In Publication,
uncoupled analyses are any indication, it seems as though
the structural constraints will drive the cask's overpaek de- Sandia National Laboratories (1993).

sign. 6. Gill, P. E., W. Murray, and M. It. Wright, Practical
Optimization, Academic Press, New York (1981).
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